
Center Parcs is a much-loved holiday brand which provides top quality
accommodation for short breaks in lovely forest settings which are second to none.
Center Parcs pride themselves on delivering exceptional service and a host of
activities and leisure facilities to keep guests happy and coming back year after year.
Families are at the very core of what they do and why they do it – with their aim of
making sure that families can relax, have fun and stay entertained in a beautiful,
comfortable and safe environment.    

In the fast-moving digital age, Center Parcs recognised that WiFi was an important
service to make available for their visitors so they invested in making a great WiFi
service available across all of their parks, providing easy access even in the
challenging rural settings.  All their parks are family environments and they wanted
to ensure that their WiFi was suited to this by providing WiFi that blocks access to all
inappropriate material – providing a comfortable browsing environment for all.  With
the commitment made to providing safe WiFi, Center Parcs gained the Friendly WiFi
certification that provided them with an independently certified WiFi service and a
colourful symbol that they could display to show to their guests to reassure them. 

Raj Singh-Dehal, HR Commercial Services Director from Center Parcs said
“The Friendly WiFi Certification was an important step for us to show our
commitment to our guests in keeping them safe online. We understand the WiFi is a
service that our guests want to use and there could be potential threats and
exposure that could occur in a place with lots of children and young adults. Being
Friendly WiFi certified is an important part of creating an environment right for
families, so parents can be assured that we have the best internet safety barrier
possible so they can relax and enjoy their break.” 

"Being Friendly WiFi certified is an important part of creating an
environment right for families"

Friendly WiFi - It's Good to Know www.friendlywifi.com


